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PUNISH is available as 32 and 64 bit VST, VST3, AU and AAX Native format. PUNISH is supported by the following DAWs:

Certified Hosts:
	- Ableton Live 9+ (Mac & PC: AU, VST | 32 & 64 Bit)
	- Cubase 8+ (Mac & PC: VST2, VST3 | 32 & 64 Bit)
	- Logic Pro X (Mac: AU 64-Bit)
	- Pro Tools 10.3.5 (Mac & PC: AAX | 32 Bit)*
	- Pro Tools 12+ (Mac & PC: AAX | 64 Bit)

Non-Certified (quality tested) Hosts:
	- Digital Performer 9+ (Mac & PC: AU, VST | 32 & 64 Bit)*
	- Garageband 10+ (AU)
	- Native Instruments Maschine 2.4 + (Mac & PC: AU, VST)
	- FL Studio (PC: VST, VST3)
	- Sonar X3 & Platinum (PC: VST3)
	- Steinberg Nuendo 6 – 7 (Mac & PC: VST)
	- Vienna Ensemble Pro 5, 6 (Mac & PC: AU)*
	- Wavelab 9+ (Mac: VST2)*

———————————————————

Note that this list is not exclusive. PUNISH will run in other DAWs if they support any of the formats
listed in the previous section.

———————————————————

* Known Host Issues:
	Pro Tools 10.3.5
		We’ve heard of very sporadic issues with users running OS X 10.8.5
	Vienna Ensemble Pro	
		VST version does not load
		Workaround: Use AU version
	Digital Performer 9+
		VST2 failed the validation process
		Workaround 1: Use AU version
		Workaround 2: Navigate to “Digital Performer > Preferences > Audio Plug-ins” and check the box to the left 		of the not validated plugin to make it available.
	Wavelab 9
		VST3 results in a blank plugin window
		Workaround: Use VST2 version
	
===================

Problems with iLok activation in Windows 10

In some cases, when a host scans the PUNISH plug-in, it will show a notification saying that PACE/iLok is not running that the plug-in cannot be verified, even if you have already installed iLok and activated PUNISH. This is a problem with the iLok software that affects some Windows 10 machines.
If it happens to you, follow these steps:
1. Open the Windows search box and type “services”
2. Open the Services Desktop app that appears in the search results
3. When Services opens, scroll down the list until you find “PACE License Services”
4. Double Click on it to open the properties
5. In the Startup type section, change the setting from “Automatic” to “Automatic (Delayed)”
6. Click OK, close Services and restart windows
7. Start your host program and re-scan the plug-ins
Note that if you update the iLok software, these changes may be undone, reintroducing the problem. If this happens, simply follow the instructions again.

===================

Display Plugin Window

In some cases, the plugin window may take up to 5 seconds to display.  It may appear to “beachball”, but is in fact loading the graphics.
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